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DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF STRESS AT THE BASE OF A 
GLACIER 

By G. S. BOULTON, E. M. MORRIS, A. A. ARMSTRONG, and A. THOMAS 

(School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, Norwich NR4 7Tj, England) 

ABSTRACT. Contact stress transducers were p.1 aced in subglac ial b edrock and used to monitor continuously 
shear stress and normal pressure changes at the contact with the overriding glacier sole 100 m beneath the 
surface of the Glacier d'Argentiere during periods in summer 1973 and spring 1975. The measured fluctua
tions in normal pressure and shear st ress do n ot appear to be related to changes in sliding velocity. Analysis 
of the data reveals short-term fluctuations in normal pressure a nd sh ear stress which appear to be related to 
the passage of individual la rge debris pa rticles or groups of p a rticles over the transducer. The shear stress 
appears to be a function of the volume concentration of debris in the ice. The volume concentration at any 
point appears to be partially d ependent on a "streaming" process b y which basal debris-rich ice tends to flow 
a round the lateral flanks of hummocks on the glacier bed. Where sub-glacial cavities occur, this streaming 
effect appears to be d ependent on the extent of cavitation and thus on ice overburden pressure and velocity. 
It is suggested that this process can account for an apparent lag between changes in normal pressure and 
shear stress. 

The maximum ra tio b etween shear and normal stress averaged over a period of 10 min was 0.44. This is 
equivalent to a spatial average over 0.3 cm. D ebris concentrat ions in basal ice of up to 43% by volume 
occurred. It is suggested that concentrations of this order are common a t the base of temperate glaciers and 
thus that a significant part of the drag a t the base of a glacier may be contributed by frictional interactions 
between the basal-debris load and the bed. 

REsUME. M esures directes du cisaillement a la base d'un glacier. D es j a uges de contrainte par contact ont ete 
placees sur le lit sous-glaciaire et utilisees pour relever en continu les va ria tions de la pression normale et de la 
contrainte de cisaillement au contact avec la face inferieure du glacier a 100 m sous la surface du glacier 
d' Argentiere pendant des p eriodes de I' ete 1973 et du printemps 1975. Les flu ctuations mesurees d ans la 
pression normale et la contrainte de cisaillem ent ne semblent pas e tre correlees a ux variations de la vitesse 
de glissement. L'analyse d es donnees revele d es fluctuations de courte duree dans la pression normale e t la 
contrainte de cisaillement qui semblent liees au passage de gros blocs morainiques isoles ou de groupes de 
blocs au-dessus du capteur. Le cisaillement parait etre fonct ion de la concentration en volume des materiaux 
morainiques dans la glace. La concentra tion en volume en un point semble dependre en panie d'un processus 
d e "courant" par lequel la glace basale rich e en moraine tend a s'ecouler autour des fl a ncs la teraux d es 
protuberances du lit glaciaire. Lorsqu' il se produit des cavites sous-glaciaires, cet effet d e courant parait lie a 
I'importance de la cavite et done a la vitesse et a la pression de la glace de couverture. On sugbere que ce 
processus peut rend re compte d 'un apparent deealage entre les changements de pression normale et d e 
contrainte de cisaillement. 

Le rapport maximum du cisa illement a la pression norma le m oyenne pour une duree de dix minutes 
etait 0,44. Ceci correspond a une moyenne spatia le sur 0,3 cm. On a trouve des concentrations en mora ines 
superieures a 43% en volume. On suggere que d es concentrations de cet ordre sont communes a la base d es 
glaciers temperes et que, p a r consequent, une part significative de la resistance au mouvem ent a la base d'un 
glacier peut provenir des interactions de frottement entre la moraine de fond et le lit. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Direkte Messullg der Scherspannullg am Grullde eines Gletschers. In d en Felsuntergrund des 
Glacier d 'Argentiere wurden Gerate zur Aufnahme d el' K onta ktspannung eingebracht, welche die 
Anderungen der Scherspannung und des Normaldruckes an der GrenzAache zu d em darlibergleitenden 
Gletscher 100 m unter d er Oberflache in M essperioden wahrend d es Sommers 1973 und Frlihlings 1975 
kontinuierlich aufzeichneten. Die gemessenen Schwankungen d es Normaldrucks und d er Scherspannung 
sch einen nicht mit d en Anderungen der Gleitgeschwindigkeit in Beziehung zu steh en. Die Analyse der 
Da ten zeigt kurzfristige Fluktuationen im Normaldruck und in d er Scherspannung, die offensichtlich mit dem 
Vorbeigang einzelner, grosser Schuttpartikel oder Gruppen solch er Partikel an den M essgeraten verknUpft 
sind. Die Scherspannung sch eint eine Funktion der Volumenkonzentration des Schutts im Eis zu sein . 
Diese Konzentration dUrft e an einem beliebigen Punkt teilweise von einem Vorgang der "Umstromung" 
abhangig sein, in dem schuttreiches Grundeis urn die seitli chen Fl a nken von Felsbuckeln im Gletscherbett 
Ai esst. Treten subglaz iale Hohlraume a.':If, so zeigt sich eine Abha ngigkeit dieses Stromungseffektes vom 
Ausmass der Kavitation und d a mit vom Uberlagerungsdruck und der Geschwindigkeit des Eises. Man ka nn 
annehmen, dass dieser Vorgang der Grund fUr a uftretende Phasenunterschiede zwischen den Anderungen 
des Normaldruckes und d er Scherspannung ist . 

Das maxima le Verhaltnis von Scher- zu Schubspannung, gemittelt liber 10 min, war 0,44. Dies entspri cht 
einem raumlichen Mittel Uber 0,3 cm. Es traten Schuttkonzentrationen bis zu 43 % des Volumens auf. 
K onzentra tionen diesel' Grossc-nordnung kom m en vermutli ch ha ufig am Grunde temperierter Gletscher vor; 
daraus ergibt sich, dass e in Grossteil der H emmkraft a m G letsch eruntergrund von der R eibungswirkung 
zwischen der Schuttlast und dem Felsbett h errUhrt. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wherever it has been possible to observe the sole of a temperate glacier beneath a sub

stantial thickness of ice, it has been found that the glacier ice contains considerable quantities 

of rock debris in the several centimetres immediately above its contact with the bid (Lewis, 

1960; Kamb and La Chapelle, 1964; Peterson, 1970; Vivian and Bocquet, 1973; Boulton, 

1975). This debris is presumably derived from erosion of the bed and occurs in concentrations 

which are generally not more than about 30-40% by volume. The debris-studded glacier 

sole is an important erosive agent. Individual particles abrade the bed and cut striae at their 
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a. Map of the lower part of the Glacier d·Argetltiere. Contour heights in metres aboue sea-leuel. x-v shows the location of 

the section in b. 
b. Section along line x-v. and the location of the cauityfrom which measurements w~re made. 

c. Section along a flow line through the experimental area. 
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points of contact, they are themselves comminuted, and a re re tarded relative to the moving 
glacier, presumably because of drilg at the particle-bed contact (Boulton, 1975)' If the 
tractive force exerted by the moving ice is less than the total potentia l drag, then particles will 
not move over the bed and deposition of lodgement till will be initiated. This argument is 
supported by field observation. 

If the frictional drag between debris particles and the glacier bed is large, and measure
ments of subglacial abrasion rates suggest that it must be, and if the particle concentration is 
high, then the presence of basal debris must be an importa nt d eterminant of glacier sliding 
velocity . Ice must not only move over the relatively smooth, fixed obstacles on the rock bed of a 
glacier, but it must also move around the much "rougher" mobile obstructions to flow 
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a. Plall of the vicinity of cOlltact area B (Fig . /C ). The area of cOlltact betweell the rock table alld the glacier sole is stippled. 
III the rest of the area the glacier sole is underlaill by a cavity. Flow lines Oil the glacier sole are showll ill heavy' lilies. The 
locatioll of a trallsducer in 1973 and 1975 is shown by T. 

b. Sectioll along C- D (Fig. 2a ) showillg the fold generated by deceleration produced by the drag offered by call tact area B to 
glacier flow . 

c. Section along A - B (Fig. 2C ) showing the fold produced by "streaming" around contact area B. 
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presented by debris particles. Thus, sliding of a glacier over its bed, the processes of erosion 
and d eposition upon that bed, and the rates of these processes should b e considered as inter
related problems. 

The experiments described in this paper were undertaken in order to establish, by direct 
measurement of the basal shear stress, whether the basal-debris load could contribute a 
significant part of the drag force at the base of a glacier. The tests were conducted in summer 
1973 and spring 1975 beneath the Glacier d 'Argentiere in the French Alps, where an extensive 
series of tunnels, constructed for hydro-electric purposes by Emosson S.A., pierce subglacial 
bedrock and allow access to the glacier- bed contact beneath 100 m of ice (Figs 1 and 2) . 

ApPARATUS 

The forces exerted by the ice on a small area of the bed were measured using transducers 
set into holes drilled in the bedrock. The upper load-measuring surfaces lay flush with the 
surface of the bed (Fig. 3). The transducers, developed in the Department of Engineering, 
University of Cambridge (Arthur and R oscoe, 196 1), are manufactured by Robertson 
Research Internationa l of Llandudno, North Wales . Figure 4 shows the arrangement of 
foil-type strain gauges within the transducer. Gauges 1 to 4 are attached to the "N 1" webs, 
gauges 9 to 12 to the "N2" webs and gauges 17 to 24 to the "S"webs. In the experiment the 
transducer was oriented with the "s" w ebs horizonta l a nd parallel to the basal flow lines . 
A force a pplied to the rock platen which is bonded to the top surface of the transducer deforms 
the webs which connect it to the rigidly-held base of the transducer and alters the resistance 
of the strain gauges. A d .c. voltage applied to the three bridges produces output voltages 
N" .N2 ' and S. There is a small gap between the outer stainless-steel casing of the transoucer 
and the rock platen. This is sealed with a flexible rubber seal designed to accommodate the 
small « 0.3 mm) movements of the platen produced by deformation of the webs. An inert 
silicone fluid prevents corrosion of the strain gauges. The thermal conductivities of the silicone 
fluid and the stainless steel are 20 X 10- 4 J cm- I s-I d eg- ' and 24 X 10- 2 J cm- I s- I d eg- ' , 
respectively. The effective thermal conductivity of the transducer is of the same order as the 
thermal conductivity of the rock that it replaces ( ~20 X 10- 3 J cm- I s- I deg- ' ). 

The transducer was m echanically overloaded by 50 % several times before it was calibrated. 
When the force was removed the circuits returned to their original zero without any significant 
time lag. The transducers were calibrated at o°C using an input voltage of V' = 3 V. During 
our subglacial experiments, the input voltage V was passed through a voltage regula tor and 
was held to within 0.5 % of 3 V. With such a small variation in input voltage, the relationship 
between the input and outpu t voltage for each gauge may be taken to be linear. Thus, for a 
given set offorces applied to the pla ten, the measured output voltages NI, N 2 , and S, for input 
voltage Vare related to the equivalent voltages N/, Nz', a nd S', for the input voltage V' used 
for calculation by the equation 

Let the set of forces on the platen which can produce d eformation of the webs be equivalent 
to a single normal force P acting at a distance e from the centre of the platen in the direction 
of flow, and a shear force Q acting in the direction of flow . Then, the calibration curves for 
each transducer have the form 

[P] [N/ ] V' [NI] ~ ~ A ~;' = V A ~2 • 
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a. 

b. 

Fig. 3. a. T rallsduct'T sel ;111 11 b .. dmck umr /Juillt A (Fig. IC) . Ice movelllml frolll Idl lu ,. i.~hl . . 1 I/ ll lural cm'i!)' occurs to the 
right. Jliole the Ihill debris-rich basal ice alld the relatively cleall ice above. b. Trall sducer 0 11 area n, The plate to the 
right is thl' tral/ sducer, the others meamre abrasioll. Ice 1II0vemelltfrom right to lift , A thill, rapidly worn-off skim of cement 
rests 011 bedrock. 

The values of the coefficients of the matrix A for the two transducers used in our experiments 
are given in Table I. 

During the experiments the voltages N" N 2 , S, and V were measured and recorded by 
an MBM Minilogger with a digita l voltmeter to a precision of ± I fL V. R a ndom errors in the 
m easurements were not greater than ± 5 flY except when the apparatus was first switched on. 
Since the input voltage V was monitored, errors arising from drift in the power supply were 
minimal (:::;; I fL V ). Before calibration, the transducers were subjected to a mechanical and 
thermal ageing process so that all the errors arising from changes in the values of Aij with 
time, non-linear calibration curves, and hys teresis effects did not account for more tha n 
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± 10 f1. V. The combination of self-temperature-compensating strain gauges and the particular 
bridge-circuit design made the transducer extremely insensitive to temperature variations. 
Re-calibration of the transducer after the 1975 experiments failed to reveal any significant 
drift from the calibration recorded before the experiment. 

TABLE I. COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR THE MATRIX A 
FOR THE TRANSDUCERS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS 

1973 1975 
bar/mY bar/mY 

All 1.200 1.208 
All 1.204 1.212 
A" - 0.017 0.01 3 
A'l -0.092 - 0 .030 
A" - 0.056 -0.01 3 
A'3 1.470 1.29 1 
A31 0.149 0. 164 
A3l - 0. 148 - 0.162 
A33 -0.138 - 0.153 

The maximum voltage which could be recorded 
by the data-logging system was 40 mY. The maxi~ 
mum values of P and Q that could occur together 
were, therefore, P = 95.5 bar, Q = 53 bar (1973), 
and P = 97 bar, Q = 50 bar (1975). 

Fig. 1. The arrangement of strain gauges within the transducer. 

Location of the experiment 

The general location of the site (Fig. I) has also been described by Vivian and Bocquet 
(1973), Souchez and others (1973), and Vivian ( 1976). A natural cavity on the down-glacier 
side ofa bedrock hummock allows easy access to the ice-rock interface (Figs IC and 2a). The 
glacier sole first loses contact with the bed at point A and comes into contact again at B, a 
small area of rock with a gently sloping planar surface, smoothed and striated by glacial 
abrasion. Large cavities occur on the down-glacier side and the flanks of B. In this area the 
glacier thickness is about 100 m and its surface slope about 12° to the horizontal, giving an 
average basal shear stress of about 1.9 bar. 

Observations show that the shape and extent of the cavity vary with the sliding velocity 
of the glacier. In plan (Fig. 2a), the ice flows past the bedrock hummock in a curved path. 
Fold structures and fractures in the basal ice show it to be in compression on the up-stream 
side and in tension on the down-stream side of the bedrock hummock. There is no resultant 
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stress across the ice- air interface, and thus (deviatoric) tensile stress in the ice plus the hydro
static pressure (about 10 bar for 100 m of ice) is equal to the atmospheric pressure in the cavity. 
On the up-stream side of the obstacle, where the ice must follow the contour of the rock, the 
rate of deformation normal to the ice- rock interface, and hence the compressive stress, must 
increase with increasing basal sliding velocity. On the down-stream side however, the tensile 
stress and rate of deformation normal to the ice- rock interface remain constant and thus the 
cavity becomes larger with increasing basal sliding velocity. Vivian and Bocquet (1973) have 
confirmed that this is so. 

On two occasions, in autumn 1973 and in spring 1975, we excava ted the basal ice above 
surface B (1973 and 1975) and surface A (1973 only) and fitted stress transducers into holes 
in the bedrock (Fig. I c). Relatively long data runs were obtained from the transducers fitted 
into surface B, but only a very short record was obtained from area A in 1973 before the trans
ducer was mechanically overloaded. Polished rock platens of known thickness and surface 
roughness made up the load-bearing surfaces. In 1973 the platen was granite, in 1975 it was 
basalt. Quick-setting cement was used to fill the gaps between the transducer and the rock. 
A screened cable led from the base of the transducer through the bedrock to a terminal box 
in the cavity. The terminal box was connected by ten metres of screened cable to the power 
supply and a data logging system in a heated subglacial laboratory nearby. 

The velocity of the glacier sole is measured some two metres to the south of the contact 
area B by the Vivian "cavitometer" (Vivian, 1973, p. 446). This is a tyred bicycle wheel, 
40 cm in diameter, held in contact with the glacier sole by a cantilevered arm. The wheel 
rotates according to the movement of the glacier sole. The rotation is measured using a con
tinuously recording potentiometer. Unfortunately it is only possible to determine velocities 
averaged over a period of an hour. Measurements by Vivian and Bocquet (1973) suggest that 
velocities within the vicinity of the cavitometer lie within 20 % of the recorded values . The 
error in the recorded velocities is of the order of 0.5- 0.75 cm h - ', and our independent 
measurements in April 1975 lie within this range of error (Fig. sa). 

STRUCTURE OF THE BASAL ICE 

In the subglacial cavity in which the experiments were undertaken, and in other localities 
beneath the Glacier d' Argentiere where the glacier sole could be inspected, it was found that 
the basal part of the glacier ice frequently contained high concentrations (up to 43 % by 
volume) of rock debris. In general , it is found that this basal debris-rich ice does not extend 
more than a few centimetres above the glacier sole (although discrete debris-rich bands may 
sometimes occur up to one or two metres above the sole) and that this is overlain by clean ice. 
A similar observation has been made beneath several temperate glaciers (Lewis, 1960; Kamb 
and La Chapelle, 1964; Peterson, 1970; Boulton, 1975)' 

Figure se shows the debris distribution in basal ice which moved over the contact stress 
transducer during the measurement period in 1975. The basal debris-rich layer has an average 
thickness of 4 cm and a well-defined structure. The bottom millimetre or so of the layer is 
composed predominantly of silt-size d ebris which , we suggest, is generated by abrasion 
between the larger particles which penetrate through the glacier sole, and .the rock bed of 
the glacier. These particles also striated the transducer platen (Fig. 6) and we presume from 
this evidence that they make "real" contact with the glacial bed . Large clasts, such as those 
shown in Figure 5e can be clearly seen to leave a silty trail in the basal ice, and also appear to 
plough up silt before them. Such ploughed-up masses of silt beneath and in front of large 
clasts which scratch the glacier bed have been also noted by Boulton ( I 97S) from beneath 
Breioamerkurjokull in Iceland. The basal layer of silt contrasts strikingly with the overlying 
debris, which has the wider range of grain sizes and the poor sorting typical of glacial till. 
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Fig. 6. T rallsducfT /lJfd durillg the experimellts/rom 4- 9 Septemb" ' 973. The rock platen 011 its upper JIIrjr/ce is made of loca l 
grallite alld reached its striated state ill about 18 d. It was origillally cut by rock saw. The experiments were undertaken 
between days ' 2 alld 17. 

The debris particles form well-defined ba nds within the basal ice, which is itself more bubbly 
than the overlying clean ice. 

The larger debris pa rticles in contac t with the glacier bed seem to form well-defined 
clusters, and the tendency for debris particles which are entirely suspended within the basal 
ice to form folds over these particles (Fig. se) suggests that the larger pa rticles a re reta rded 
rela tive to the ice around them. From this we can infer that the drag between d ebris particles 
and the glacier bed is grea ter than between the adjacent ice a nd the glacier bed. O ther signs 
of reta rdation are the cavities which frequently occur on the down-glacier sides of la rge 
particles. Figure 7 shows such a particle with a cavity on its down-glacier side. T he position 
and sha pe of the cavi ty refl ect the shape of the spheroida l boulder behind which it occurs . 
Regela tion ic·e spicules form in the cavity, a ttached either to the boulder or to the ice wa lls of 
the cavity, a nd are pulled out into a long stripe of clear regelation ice in the lee of the boulder 
as a result of ice flow rela tive to the moving boulder. 

Excavations have revealed tha t folding occurs in the basal ice at the point a t which the 
glacier sole comes into contact with area B (Fig. 2a and b ). T he longitudinal velocity of the 
debris-rich ice in the glacier sole is reduced rela tive to the ice above and a w ell-defined fold is 
genera ted. As can be seen in Figure 2a, there is a strong la tera l flow component of basal ice 

Fig. 5. Results/rom all experiment 011 contact area B (Fig. IC) ill 1975. 

a. .Measuremm ts of the velocity of the glacier sole adjacent to COli tact area B, alld error bars. 
b. "Vormal pressure. 
c. Shear stress. 
d. Eccentricity. 
e. Structure of the basal ice which moved over the transducer durillg the experiment. The horizolltal scale is a time scale and 

represents a distance scale adjusted to time 1/sing a. N/ea.wrements 0/ volllme concentrations 0/ Cl/glacial debris were 011 spot 
samples of /10 more thall 5 CII/ l . There are l11/merOIlS thin lamillae in this thin basal ~olle iT! which the debris cOllcelltratioT! 
is less thall 1%. 
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Fig. 7. B oulder ( ~20 CIll diameter ) protrudillg frolll the glacier sole. Its base was original6' flllsh w ith th l' glacier when this 
was in contact with bedrock, but frictional retardation of the bOlllder against bedrock, built up local!)' high hydrostatic 
pressures aroulld it so that when the glacier sole lost contact w ith the bed the boulder begall to be ejectedfrolll the ice. A small 
cavity coated with relatively clear regelatioll ice spicules occurs ill the lee of the boulder, alld where this cavity closes, the 
spicules are forced together to give a stripe of clear ice. The base of the bOlllder i.1 heavily coatfd w ith rock flour produced by 
abrasion at the boulder- bed inteiface. Movement from top to bottom of the photograph. 

around the flank of contact area B, and the fold ~tructure generated by compression against its 
up-glacier extremity appears to be accentuated as it flows around its flank . Thus, a transverse 
section at the edge of area B (Fig. 2C) shows the same type of fold structure, but oriented at right 
angles to the first structure. Because of this mode of flow, m\!ch of the debris-rich basal ice 
is diverted to flow around the margins of the contact area, and the ice which flows over the 
transducer is thus relatively depleted in debris. At times when the pressure measured by the 
transducer increases, it is found that the quantity of basal debris-rich ice forced to flow around 
the flanks of the bedrock knob is increased, and that the flux of debris over the transducer is 
therefore reduced. It has been suggested (Boulton, 1975) that this debris "streaming" process 
is an important process beneath glaciers, resulting in the segregation of basal debris into longi
tudinal bands which also helps to produce differential erosion of the glacier bed. 

Experimental results and observations 

Results were obtained from transducers on contact area B (Fig. 2a) during three periods 
4-8 September 1973, 4-5 October 1973 ( 1] .00-15.00 h), a nd 16- 18 April 1975 ( 16.30- 14.00 h). 
During the first two periods the data are incomplete, partly because of electrical faults and 
disruptions of the power supply during thunderstorms, and partly because of mechanical 
overloading of the transducers by large boulders within the basal ice. However, during two 
short periods, 10.30-10.35 h on 5 September 1973, and 14.30- 22 .30 h on 8 September 1973 
all three voltages, Nil ) Vz, and S were recorded. During a third period, from 17.00 h on 
4 October to 15.00 h on 5 October 1973, records of N , and Nz were continuous, although 
for much of the time the third circuit (S) was overloaded. The few S values obtained were, 
however, similar to those obtained earlier in September 1973 and are therefore regarded as 
reliable. The period from 16-18 April 1975 was trouble-free . 
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Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the voltages recorded by the three independent circuits corrected 
for changes in the bridge voltage during the three measurement periods. I t is evident tha t for 
most of the time the b ehaviour of the circuits is linked. This indicates that the variations in 
voltage a rise because of a n externa l event common to all circuits (ch a nge in stress on the 
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Fig. 9 . Vottages ill cirCllits N I and N2 on 4 and 5 October 1973. 

platen) rather than noise or the accumulation of static electricity, which would be different 
for each circuit. 

Although the N I circuit became overloaded un 5 September, its behaviour during the 
period 4- 5 October shows that the web and strain gauge had not been damaged. Thus, we 
may accept values of NI measured during September. Figure 11 shows the normal pressure, 
shear stress, and eccentricity for the period 14.30- 16.00 h on 8 September 1973. The eccentri
city can only be greater than half the width of the platen ( ~ 15 mm) if there is a tensile stress 
on the up-stream half of the transducer. Thus, it is not likely that the values measured from 
14.30 to 14.44 h are correct. Since these were the first measurements made after a long period 
of N I circuit overloading, it was probably still reading high. This means that the calculated 
normal pressure and eccentricity would be too high and the shear stress too low. In the period 
14.44 to 15· 12 h, the electrical connections were checked and, for a short time afterwards, NI 
was much lower. In the period 15.12- 15.58 h the eccentricity ,oscillates about zero and is 
never more than ± 15 mm. We think these results are accurate. From 15.30 to 22.30 h the 
eccentricity is a lways positive and sometimes greater than 15 mm, though never more than 
25 mm. It may well be that circuit NI is again reading too high. 
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15 

The more continuous 1975 data are more useful for interpreting the detailed small-scale 
relationships which appear to exist between measured values of norma l pressure, shear stress, 
a nd eccentricity. The detailed distribution of debris in the basal ice which passed over the 
tra nsducer during the 1975 experiments was determined from observa tions made on the basal 
ice exposed in the roof of the cavity on the down-glacier side of contac t area B, and on samples 
of this ice which wer e collected and brought back to the labora tory for study. Figure 5a- e 
shows the sliding velocity, normal pressure, shear stress, eccentricity, and debris distribution 
for the April 19 75 period. The horizontal scale has been changed from a length scale to a 
time scale with the aid of the velocity measurements in order to show the nature of the basal 
ice over the cen tre of the transducer at any moment during the experiment. 

The hourly-mean velocity varies between I and 3.5 cm h- I with a mean value of 1.9 cm h- I . 

These values are similar to those obtained by Vivian and Bocquet in October 1972 using the 
same cavitometer (Vivia n and Bocquet, 1973) . There is no overall change in velocity corres
ponding to the d ecline in pressure and increase in shear stress, and no clear correlation between 
fluctuations in velocity and shear stress. It appears, however, that the m ajor fluctuations in 
normal pressure, shear stress, and eccentricity are related to the passage over the tra nsducer 
of relatively large d ebris particles or groups of particles . 
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Fig. 11. Normal pressure, shear stress, and eccentricity on 8 September 1973. 

There are several contrasts between the data obtained in 1973 and 1975. In 1975 there 

was a long-term trend of decreasing pressure and increasing shear. In 1973 there was no such 

trend. We show the voltages for both periods so that short-term fluctuations can be compared. 

In 1973 the debris moving over the platen had a finer grain than that in 1975 (although no 

detailed measurem·ents were made in 1973), and the 1973 data (Fig. 8) show smaller peaks 

associated with clasts moving over the transducer than do the 1975 data (Fig. 10) . 

INTERPRETATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

After both experiments, in 1973 and 1975, it was possible to remove the transdu cers and 

examine the rock platens. Figure 6 shows the platen used in 1973. The rock is granite, 

composed primarily of crystals of quartz and felspar up to ten millimetres in diameter. The 

platen was originally ground to a smooth surface by a rock saw and was roughened d uring the 

course of the experiments. The theory ofNye (1969, 1970) predicts the average shear stress <T) 
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exerted on a surface of given roughness by clean ice moving over it at a given velocity. He 
gives 

{ 
2 (kJfXav)} < T) ~ TJUkJfa 1- :;;: cot- I --7T- , 

where Xav = 0.04 m is the length of the platen in the direction of ice motion, 
U ~ 5.6 X ro- 6 m S- I is the basal sliding velocity, TJ ~ 3 X ro I2 Pa s is the viscosity of the 
ice treated as a Newtonian fluid, k. ~ 10 m-I is the critical spatial angular frequency and 
a = 4r2/o.148 where r is the surface roughness. The measured roughness of the platen at 
the end of the 1973 experiments was r = 0.004 ± 0.001, and at the end of the 1975 experi
ments r = 0.002 ± O.001, in the range Xav = (3-17) X 10- 3 m . (The running-mean method 
for averaging was used.) Thus, 

a = (1.36±0.68) X 10-3 

(0.34±0.34) X 10-3 

<T> ~ (1.84±0.92) X 104 Pa 
(0.5±0.5) X 104 Pa 

1973, 
1975, 
1973> 
1975· 

The shear stresses measured were an order of magnitude higher than these values. We suggest 
that this reflects the presence of debris particles in the basal ice, a factor which is omitted from 
the sliding theory. 

An analysis was undertaken of 257 measurements of shear stress and pressure at ten-minute 
intervals from the 1975 results. Because of the high effective viscosity of ice we do not expect 
to find very-high-frequency events . The data available at smaller, one-minute sampling 
intervals fail to reveal any high-frequency structure not resolved by the larger sampling 
interval. The long-term trend is removed using simple linear-regression equations against 
time T (Fig. 12). The resulting series shown in Figure 13 appear to show three principal 

2·0 

start 1..1 min :: 0 -005 

1-5 
1975 

finish 

0 -5 1..1 min = 0 -28 

0~0----~----O-_~2----~----O~_4------L-~ 
shear stress / kg cm - 2 

Fig. [2. Overall linear trends of the relationships between normal pressure and shear stress during the [973 and [975 experiments. 
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Fig. 13. Normal-pressure and shear-stress dataJor the experiments on 16 to 18 April 1975. 
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Fig. 14. Continuous plot oJ shear stress against normal pressure. The increase oJ pressure at constant shear represents initial 
movement oJ ice over the transducer after the latter's emplacement. The subsequent loops can be clearly correlated with the 
passage oJ stones over the transducer (Fig . 5e ). 

pressure and shear events; in pressure, a peak at 60, a plateau at about I25, and a small hump 
at 2 I 5; in shear, a decline from 0, a peak at I20, and a plateau at about I90- 200. 

There are thus three principal features of the data series which require explanation; a 
long-term trend of falling pressure and increasing shear (Fig. I 2) ; a low-frequency event, in 
which two large waves of pressure and shear of similar form (Fig. I3 ) are offset by 400- 600 

min; and a high-frequency variation associated with the passage of individual stones over the 
transducer . This high-frequency variation can be shown to be associated with stone move
ment from the evidence of a continuous plot of pressure against shear (Fig. I4) . We refer to 
the high-frequency events as small-scale effects, and to the lower-frequency events and the 

' long-term trend as medium-scale effects. 
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SMALL-SCALE EFFECTS-THE PASSAGE OF INDIVIDUAL PARTICLES OVER THE TRANSDUCER 

Comparison of Figures se and 13 clearly shows that most ot the small-scale effects on the 
transducer records are related to the passage of individual' particles or groups of particles over 
the transducer; both pressure and shear rise as this occurs. This is also seen in the continuous 
plot of pressure versus shear (Fig. 14) where individual loops and groups of loops can be 

m · £ · 

E 

17 

15 

E 4 
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c · u 
u 

• 2 

l ime / h 6 

lime / h 

o l ime / h 

Fig. 15. Record of normal pressure, shear stress, and eccentricity during passage of a stone over the transducer between 06.00 and 
12. 00 h on 17 April 1975. 
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directly correlated with the passage of stones or groups of stones over the transducer. Such a 
plot a lso shows that pressure and shear do not rise and fall in unison as stones move over the 
transducer, a lthough the loop patterns are complex, resulting perhaps from complex inter
actions between particles. An example of the detailed pattern of eccentricity shear and pressure 
as stones pass over the transducer is given in Figure 15. This shows the record for the passage 
of a stone 5 cm in diameter over the transducer, this transition took from 06.00 to 12.00 h on 
17 April 1975 . The pattern of eccentricity, pressure, and shear is, in broad outline, typical 
of the passage of stones over the transducer, although the detailed pattern may vary from 
event to event. The minimum eccentricity appears to coincide with a stone position in which 
the contact point of the stone has moved a short distance onto the transducer, and the maxi
mum eccentricity coincides with a position in which the contact point lies over the down
glacier extremity of the transducer. This gives a mean stone velocity of 1.5 cm h - I between 
09.00 and 1[ .00 h, a value which lies within the error limits for velocity measured by the 
cavitometer. Thus, although the stone velocity is close to the ice velocity, we cannot say 
whether the two are the same or whether the stone is retarded relative to the ice. The large 
instrumental errors in velocity measurement do not enable us to compare stone velocity and 
ice velocity at' any time. 

Figure 16 shows a simplified example to explain how we believe the features shown in 
Figure 15 arise. We know that the presence of a stone produces an increase in the normal 
pressure on the bed in its vicinity. We discuss why this should be so later on. Let the over
burden pr~ssure be, for example, 16 bar and the amplitude of the normal pressure variation, 
averaged over 3 cm transverse to the direction of flow, be 8 bar. The pressure is transmitted 
to the bed through, first, a solid contact with a coefficient of friction f.L = 0.4 extending for, 
say, 0.25 cm in the flow direction, and then through .the ice which is assumed to exert no 
friction on the transducer. The records that would be produced by a transducer with a 
3 X 3 cm2 platen as this stone moved over it at a steady I cm h- I have all the features which 
were observed in the experimental records. Normal pressure begins to rise before shear stress 
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Fig. 16. Schematic diagram showing general changes in normal pressure, shear stress, and eccentricity measured by the transducer 
during the passage of a stone over it. .Normal pressure rises bifore and falls after shear stress as the ice around the stone 
transmits pressure but has a lower frictional coefficient than the stone. Movement of the stone over the transducer produces a 
phase of negative pressure eccentricity followed by positive eccentricity . The velocity of the stone can be estimated from this 
latter eifect. 
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because the ice around the stone transmits pressure but has a very low friction coefficient. For 
the same reason, shear stress drops to zero before normal pressure. The eccentricity falls then 
rises as the stone moves across the platen. 

We believe that there are several processes by which a stone moving over a glacier bed 
might exert a normal pressure greater than the overburden pressure and over an area greater 
than the area of contact between stone and bed. These are illustrated in Figure I7a-e. 
Figure 17a shows what might be called a "hydrostatic" model for this interaction. If water 
is free to drain from the basal water layer its pressure p = pw may fall below the overburden 
pressure po. The normal pressure p (x) exerted by the stone through solid- solid contact is then 
greater than po so that p(x) dx = po dx and hydrostatic equilibrium is maintained. Since 
pw < po the ice will flow towards the bed between the stones. However, this process may be 
counteracted by geothermal and frictional melting which will tend to increase the size of the 
water layer. 

The drainage path from the position where the measurements were made to an open 
cavity was very short ( ~0 . 6 m), and it seems likely that such conditions of easy drainage into 
open cavities which exist beneath rapidly flowing glaciers such as the Glacier d'Argentiere will 
maintain the condition where pw < po. A similar argument to this has been presented by 
Lliboutry (Ig68) and Weertman ( 1972) who suggest that obstacles on the glacier bed will 
pierce the basal water layer so as to reduce pw. 

Figure 17b and c shows cases in which normal pressure may increase because ice moving 
around the stone exerts a net force normal to the bed. In Figure I7b the ice is moving over a 
bedrock hump and there is a vertical component of velocity. The stone cannot move with the 
ice and again a net downward force on the stone is transmitted to the bed as an increased 
normal pressure. In Figure 17c, friction between the stone and the bed causes retardation of 
the stone relative to the moving ice, and causes ice to flow past it in such a way as to increase 
the pressure in its vicinity. 

We explain the fluctuations in shear stress as due to variations in the debris content of basal 
ice in the vicinity of a stone, and expect the highest shear stresses to occur at the contact 
between stones and the bed. Figure I7d shows typical variations in debris content in the 
vicinity of a stone and the fluctuations in shear stress which we would expect to find. 

Many of the larger stones which we have observed show cavities in their lee (Fig. 7) which 
may allow drainage of the basal water layer. Suppose that a stone has dimensions a and a 
down-stream cavity (Fig. J7d- e). Ice moves around the stone in such a way that the normal 
pressure at the ice-cavity interface pa is less than the overburden pressure po and the normal 
pressure on the up-stream face of the stone is greater than po. Suppose, for the sake of an 
order-of-magnitude argument, that the normal pressure variation is symmetric. Then, the 
pressure difference across the stone is ~2 ( Po-Pa). The normal force exerted by the stone on 
the bed through rock- rock contacts is ~ (po-Pw) a 2 +(Pr-Pi ) ga 3 where pr and Pi are the 
densities of rock and ice. Thus, the force on the stone in the down-stream direction 
2(po - pw) ex 2

, is opposed by a frictional force /L{ (Po - Pa) ex 2+(Pr-Pi) ga 3}. For a steady-state 
situation 

and, therefore, 

With g = g.81 m S - 2, pr - pi ~ 2 X 103 kg m- J, /L ~ 0 .5, pw = Pa = 0, and po = ( I- IQ) bar, 
we have ex ?: 10-100 m. 

For stones of normal size, the force exerted by the ice is much greater than the retarding 
friction so that the relative velocity between ice and stone cannot be maintained. Thus, this 
process can only produce an increase in normal pressure on the bed for a limited time. 
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On the small scale, the process which produces shear stress on the glacier bed is solid 
friction between the bed and stones passing over it . However, this does not mean that a 
simple solid-friction law can be used as the lower boundary condition for glacier-flow studies; 
medium-scale processes must be taken into account. 
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Fig. 17a-e. Processes leading to fluctuations oJ pressure and shear in the vicinity oJ stones in traction over the glacier bed. c and d 
are probably the most important causes oJ the fluctuations measured during our experiments. 

MEDIUM- SCALE EFFECTS 

Our analysis of the 1975 data shows a long-term trend in which pressure and shear are 
inversely related (Fig. 12). In the 1973 data we see a similar inverse relationship between 
pressure and shear stress (Fig. 12). The reality of the trend of decreasing pressure in 1975 is 
reflected by the rise of the cavity roof measured by the cavitometer. There is no similar 
long-term trend with time in 1973. This difference, the absence of a trend in ec~entricity, and 
the return of voltages to their original unloaded values after the transducer was extracted 
suggest that any temporal trends are not implantation effects. Although both the 1973 and 
1975 data sets show an inverse relationship between pressure and shear stress, the effects 
appear in different parts of the graph. We believe that this relationship can be explained by 
an analysis of the flow pattern of ice over and around the contact area on which the measure
ments were made (Fig. 2). Because of the streaming of ice around this contact area, much of 
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the debris-rich basal ice is diverted around the margins of the contact area and the ice that 
flows over the transducer is thus relatively depleted of debris. When the normal pressure 
increases, the proportion of basal debris-rich ice forced to flow around the flanks of the 
bedrock knob also increases. Thus the flux of debris over the transducer is reduced. The 
maximum value of the ratio p. (shear stress/normal pressure) is 0.44, which may be compared 
with the value for fL of 0.65 for solid friction between two granite surfaces. Although we 
believe that the local relationship between pressure and shear depends on a solid-friction 
mechanism, the variation in concentration of debris from place to place, which may be 
related to bed profile, means that a simple solid-friction law for basal shear stress cannot be 
used in the analysis of glacier flow problems. 

The discrete events of pressure and shear (Fig. 13) which are superimposed on the general 
trend of the 1975 data appear to show a rise in pressure followed by rise in shear after a lag 
time of 400- 600 min. We suggest that this can be explained by a consideration of the detailed 
form of the bed immediately up-glacier of the transducer. Figure 2a shows a sketch plan of the 
area around the transducer. There is a well-defined step, about 3 cm deep, in the rock bed 
some 20 cm up-glacier of the transducer. It is aligned at right angles to the ice flow, but leads 
into a furrow which swings around until it runs parallel to the ice flow . 

When ice flows against this step, the basal ice is diverted laterally into the furrow and thus 
does not flow over the transducer. As will be seen in Figure 5e, the highest volume concentra
tion of debris occurs in the basal part of the ice, and this decreases upwards. Thus, the 
diversion of basal ice around the transducer reduces the debris concentration of ice flowing 
over the transducer (we therefore assume that we could have measured much larger shear 
forces had we placed the transducer elsewhere). Thus, if for some reason the local ice load on 
the bed increases (due to glacier thickening or reduction in velocity, or to changes in the 
pattern of ice flow), we expect that increased compression against the step would cause an 
increased diversion of ice into the lateral, unconfined position, and thus reduce the debris 
content in the basal ice which subsequently flows over the transducer. The increased pressure 
will be recorded immediately at the transducer, but the change in shear stress 'resulting from 
decrease in debris content will not be felt for the order of 400 to 600 min, which is the time 
taken for the ice to flow the 20 cm from the small step to the transducer. 
. Thus, if a glacier flows over a bedrock hummock around whose flanks cavities occur, an 
increase in ice overburden pressure, or a decrease in ice velocity will cause the glacier to press 
down lower over the hummock and reduce the volume of cavities. As it is the basal debris
rich ice which will be diverted to flow into these lower points of the bed, it is to be expected 
that the debris concentration will be reduced over high points of the bed and increased over' 
low points of the bed. If no cavities exist, then the debris concentration at anyone locality will 
not be expected to change in response to pressure or velocity changes, but we still expect 
contrasts between high points overlain by relatively thin basal debris layers, and low points 
into which flow has concentrated the basal debris into a thicker layer. 

This "streaming effect" (Boulton, 1975) can be observed beneath many glaciers. Observa
tions in the lee of a series of bedrock hummocks beneath Breioamerkurjokull in Iceland show 
that over the tops of the hummocks the debris-bearing basal ice has a thickness of about ten 
centimetres, but in the troughs between the hummocks the debris-rich ice is up to one metre 
thick, and the foliation patterns in the ice clearly reflect diversion of debris-rich ice from the 
up-glacier flanks of hummocks into intervening trenches to form thick, dense accumulations, 
although the maximum volume concentration recorded is 55 % (Boulton, in press) . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental data presented here show that: 
( I) significant frictional forces are developed between particles of debris embedded in the 

basal ice of a glacier and the glacier bed, 
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(2) the coefficient of friction is dependent on the concentration of debris particles in the 
ice, and 

(3) the concentration of debris commonly found in the basal part of glaciers is sufficiently 
high for a significant proportion of the drag at the glacier bed to be contributed by 
such mineral debris. 
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